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Latest ResourcesAI4I Responsible AI: Expert Series

                    


                    Mobile operators are committed to nurturing the development of big data analytics and AI in an ethical and responsible manner, while ...
Read More


Mobile Net Zero 2024: State of the Industry on Climate Action

                    


                    
Read More


Gender-inclusive social innovation ecosystems – Policy Brief

                    


                    The EQUALS EU Policy Brief, produced in partnership with GSMA, provides a six pages analyses of the characteristics for gender ...
Read More


Her Digital Skills: Towards A Gender Transformative Approach

                    


                    This framework and practitioner's guide, published by the EQUALS Global Partnership, recommend gender transformative approaches to the ...
Read More


ESG Metrics for Mobile: insights from early adopters

                    


                    
Read More


GSMA Climate Policy

                    


                    This policy paper sets out what the mobile industry is doing and what we are calling on governments to do to a reach net zero carbon ...
Read More


Energy Challenges for Mobile Networks in Sub-Saharan Africa

                    


                    
Read More


2023 Mobile Industry Impact Report Summary

                    


                    
Read More


Achieving Climate Targets – Climate target set? Check…. Now what do we do?

                    


                    This engaging session delved into strategies and actionable steps for mobile network operators to achieve their net zero targets
Read More


Achieving Climate Targets Guide

                    


                    
Read More






Latest NewsThe GSMA Co-Publishes First of Its Kind Gender Transformative Digital Skills Education Framework

                    


                To celebrate International Women’s History month the GSMA has co-published the first of its kind gender transformative digital skills ...
Read More


The GSMA Celebrates the Successful Conclusion of a Three Year Gender Equality in STEM Project

                    


                To mark International Women’s Day this year the GSMA is celebrating the successful conclusion of a three year capacity building and ...
Read More


How the mobile sector can help expand clean energy access and drive Sub-Saharan Africa’s development goals

                    


                Energy and mobile connectivity are fundamental to modern societies. Across Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA), essential services like water, ...
Read More


Reflections on COP28

                    


                Another COP-out? Or did COP28 in Dubai achieve genuine progress on climate action? There are strong arguments for both, but no one ...
Read More


Achieving Climate Targets: Navigating the Path Without Greenwashing

                    


                We are witnessing climate change happening all around us, but there is a gap between government policies and the ambition needed to ...
Read More


How to align an industry for a net zero transition

                    


                In today’s rapidly heating world, addressing climate change has become a top priority for industries across the globe. The big ...
Read More


The GSMA Champions Digital Gender Inclusion at W20 India Summit

                    


                During the recent W20 Summit which took place in Mahabalipuram, India, on 15 and 16 June, W20 delegations representing G20 member ...
Read More


GSMA Convenes Rising Female Innovators in Tech for a Three Week Long Capacity Building Summer School

                    


                As part of the EQUALS-EU capacity building and research project on bridging the gender gap in social innovation, GSMA convened a 3-week ...
Read More


The GSMA’s Bridging the Mobile Gender Gap Capacity Building Course – Impact Story

                    


                The GSMA’s Bridging the Mobile Gender Gap (BMGG) course helps policymakers and regulators understand the size and drivers of the ...
Read More


How Are We Progressing To Net Zero?

                    


                Back in 2019, the GSMA set an ambition on behalf of the mobile industry: to be net zero by 2050. This was a bold step pre-dating any G7 ...
Read More
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